FIRST   OVER EVEREST
decidedly trying for long distances, and some that were quite
indescribable. One can, however, regard these philosophically
if you have a good car and good tyres, which with us were
Goodyear and we did not have a single puncture or tyre trouble
of any description.
Although we lived in luxury in a Maharaja's bungalow, we
took certain camp equipment, choosing out of a number of
firms that of Messrs. Thomas Black & Sons (Greenock) Ltd.
Everything that we obtained from diem stood the acid test of
climate, unusual and strenuous conditions, and die wear and
tear inseparable from travelling in rough and comparatively
unknown corners of die world.
Closely allied to camp kit and equipment generally is die
all-important question of stoves. Some of us had, as already
remarked, been up and down and round the world, and knew
what a priceless asset a good camp stove is, something that really
will operate in a driving wind, in Arctic cold, and that "delivers
the goods" when called upon to do so. We pinned our faith,
after much anxious consideration and trial, to the Monitor
supplied by Monitor Oil Appliances, Ltd. All our fears were set
at rest, for this stove really did do its work, it never gave us any
trouble, and we shall always treasure its memory.
We all kept in strict training; super-fit men were needed for
die work that lay ahead. No Arsenal team preparing at some
South Coast resort for their next cup tie could have taken
themselves more seriously. The regimen adopted was helped by
Sanatogen, a remarkably good food, especially for any altitude
and mountaineering work, and under strained conditions its
sustaining properties are amazing. One or two of the party who
contracted complaints in India were greatly benefited by a
course of it.
The general healdi and fitness of any expedition depends to
a large extent on the clothes diey wear and die material of which
they are composed; it is so easy to get the wrong thing and all
sorts of trouble ensue, apart from the invective that will be
brought down on die organisation and administrative depart-
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